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Air Force Painted Red Carpet High Value Targets

Hurlburt AFB, FL (Three colors circle of stars, spine, arms raised)

McChord AFB, WA (slightly askew)
Minot AFB, ND (Three colors, insignia and welcome message)

Dover AFB, DE (red carpet stairs)
Malstrom AFB, MT (the wishbone)

Beale AFB, CA (minimal two color)
Barksdale AFB, LA (extends over painted grass)

Offutt AFB, NE (off center wedge)
Whiteman AFB, MO (with B1 bomber symbol)

Laughlin AFB, TX (faded hourglass)
Ellsworth AFB, SD (insignia then long sub-zero walk)

McGuire AFB, NJ (insignia, no red high value target)